Summer Internship in Thermal Management

**Bell Labs**, the innovation engine of **Alcatel-Lucent**, is a worldwide research and development community that focuses its efforts on key technologies for telecommunications. It is internationally renowned as the birthplace of modern information theory, the transistor, the laser and the UNIX operating system.

**Bell Labs Murray Hill**

Bell Labs' research facility in **Murray Hill**, New Jersey carries out leading-edge research, enabling next-generation communications systems to be optimally designed, produced and managed in the context of the complex global value chain.

We are looking for applicants for a 10-week summer internship program in the Thermal Management Research Group in Murray Hill, New Jersey.

The Bell Labs **Summer Internships** provide hands on educational experiences for a diverse pool of talented and highly motivated college students. Each year, these opportunities expose many of the brightest college students to Alcatel-Lucent's corporate environment. The objective of the program is to provide employment with positive work/training experience and to identify and track potential regular full-time employees. Interns receive project-focused assignments and challenging objectives consistent with their career goals. Interns also are assigned a mentor in addition to their supervisor/coach. The program will culminate in a final project presentation describing the results achieved during the assignment.

**Qualifications**

**Work Authorization:** Must be U.S. Citizen, Permanent Resident, Temporary Resident, Asylee, or Refugee. Will accept students on F-1 VISA dependent upon program requirements.

Applications by email to Todd Salamon (todd.salamon@alcatel-lucent.com), Bell Labs Murray Hill.

Please also fill out an application online at:


In the green “Find a Job” box choose “Select a Country -> United States”

Click on: Search

Search for Job Number: 10000000UZ

Click Apply